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In 1832, the Duke of Wellington declared that he could not
" refuse office, when he was pressed by the King to under-
take it, even though the policy to be pursued was repugnant
to his own convictions/'1 During Addington's Ministry the
King's power again became extremely strong, as he " still
regarded himself as responsible for the national policy."2
But Pitt was never the King's subservient servant, for he
declared in 1783 he would not be " responsible for measures
not his own, or at least in which his heart and judgment
did not cordially acquiesce/'3 The policy which he adopted
was his own, and indeed, towards the end of his Ministry,
George grew somewhat jealous of his powerful servant, and
was glad to see the more pliable and docile Addington
take office.
and enforces . pitLrLQt only, exercised the .authority of Prime Minister
cab£etes °^s-Walpole, had done, but he also used the name which
government. Wajpolfi j^ refused. He insisted that his colleagues were
bound together by common policy and by common duty
to him: he believed that the Cabinet was a unit which
stood or fell as a whole. To these principles he was not
always able to be absolutely faithful, for his Ministry was
composed of somewhat divergent elements,/especially after
the admission of the Portland Whigs; and his second Ministry
was avowedly "broad-bottomed." Within his Cabinet
there were often wide differences of opinion which even
Pitt could not compose, and in these circumstances it was
by no means possible to maintain a united front in the
House or in the country. The principles of government
which were held by Pitt were not necessarily accepted by
his followers, but were largely forced upon them by him.
In 1794, when Lord Fitzwilliam went as Viceroy to Ireland,
he was pledged to support the Government, "considering
Mr. Pitt as the Prime Minister without whom no material
measure as to Things or Persons is to be concerted or done n
(Carlisle Papers), Ijn 1803 Pitt asserted the "absolute
necessity that there should be an avowed and real minister,
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